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In  1961,  upon  leaving  office,  President  Eisenhower  warned  of  the  danger  of  a  military-
industrial  takeover  of  information,  power,  and  resources  in  a  democracy[1]  .

His  dark  vision  has  been  steadily  unfolding.  Since  September  11,  2001,  world,  and
particularly US military budgets, have grown enormously[2], when the focus of the entire
planet should have been on the ecological crisis.

There is no time to lose in mounting effective worldwide action against global warming, and
it is now essential that we have the correct information about the events underpinning the
war on terror: 9/11 and the role of Osama bin Laden.

A recent survey of news reports covering Osama bin Laden from 2001 to 2009[3] has
provided overwhelming evidence that the al Qaeda leader has been dead since December
13,  2001,  and  that  all  messages  that  have  been  aired  since  that  time  have  been
fabricated[4] [5].

A long-buried 2001 CBS Evening News report, researched by foreign correspondent Barry
Petersen and presented by Dan Rather,  featured two hospital  staff witnesses who saw bin
Laden escorted into a military hospital in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, on the evening of September
10, 2001. He was there to receive kidney dialysis [6].

One witness reported, “they moved out all the regular staff in the urology department and
sent in a secret team to replace them,” to treat a very special person. “The military had him
surrounded,” said another hospital employee, “and I saw the mysterious patient helped out
of a car. Since that time, I have seen many pictures of the man. He is the man we know as
Osama bin  Laden.  I  also  heard  two  army  officers  talking  to  each  other.  They  were  saying
that Osama bin Laden had to be watched carefully and looked after.”[7]

Yet seven years later, President Obama, relying on military intelligence, states that bin
Laden is “almost certainly” hiding in the mountains bordering Afghanistan and Pakistan, the
“most dangerous place in the world” for the American people[8].

However, only 25% of American want more troops in Afghanistan and almost twice that
many want fewer [9].

Many Americans may recall that no messages have been intercepted between bin Laden
and his followers since mid-December 2001, which was precisely the time of an unconfirmed
funeral announcement, covered by Fox News, that bin Laden had died and been buried in
the Tora Bora region of Afghanistan[10].
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A deeper question should be inspired by the fact that the US Department of Justice has
never indicted bin Laden for the attacks, nor does the FBI’s “Most Wanted Terrorist” page
list  him as wanted for  9/11.  A spokesman openly admitted that “the FBI  has no hard
evidence connecting Bin Laden to 9/11.” [11]

It appears that bin Laden may be no more than a marketing tool for imperialistic military
operations. A brilliant tool indeed, if  the obsessive hunt for him were not blocking our
response to the foundational issue of global warming.

It is vital to all nations that the many 2001-02 reports of bin Laden’s end-stage renal disease
[12], and subsequent death, be resurrected to urge an investigation into who has been
issuing fake audio and videotapes since 2001[13].

Indeed world governments should press the United States for an impartial,  transparent
investigation into the events of 9/11, with subpoena power to interview witnesses who were
never called in the travesty that passes as the “9/11 Commission Report” (2004).  The
Commissioners themselves have publicly condemned C.I.A. obstruction to key witnesses
[14].

Meanwhile, the United Nations should be given the responsibility and resources to protect
the oil-rich Middle East from further imperialistic aggression. All national troops should be
withdrawn and any efforts at stabilization should be led by the UN.

Then finally it might be possible to transform the global military economy into a cooperative
alternative energy economy.
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